18. Though it feels like God isn’t paying attention some times, what is
the fact about God? Psalms 22:24.

Personal Psalms

Lesson #9

19. Write a brief summary of each psalm:

Have a Little Faith

Ps. 34–
Ps. 43 –
Ps. 44 –
Ps. 62 –
Ps. 10 –
Ps. 22 –

The Bible says that faith is the substance of things hoped for, the
evidence of things not seen. It is very important to us in hanging on
to and maintaining hope and confidence in God, especially now at the
end of the world, when people’s hearts are failing, people are being
offended, and Jesus said, “I have prayed for you that your faith will
not fail.”
#9-FAITH
Building

34

How to talk

43

How to exercise

44

Reward of

62

Trial of

10

Clinging to

22

1. Read the Psalms in this section in one sitting. What is your first
impression?

2. Read Psalms 34. What is faith and what would you say is the way
to build faith, after reading this psalm?
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3. We especially need faith when we face trials and troubles. Read
Psalms 43. What does this psalm teach you about how to talk faith?

10. Read Psalms 62:1,2. What is the benefit of a faith attitude?

11. Who should you expect help from, why? Psalms 62:5-7

4. What is one thing you can do to make your faith stronger, like
exercising a muscle? Ps. 44:1

5. What attitude will help you guild stronger faith? Ps. 44:5,6,8

6. Read Psalms 44:15,16. How does a reality check help our faith to
grow?

7. READ PSALMS 44:17. Memorize it. Burn it into your brain. What
does it me to you? How will you do it?

8. When you are in the situation mentioned in Psalms 44:25,26, how
can/do you exercise faith?

12. How does a person do what it says in Psalms 62:8?

13. How do tests and trials and dealing with wickedness and rebellion
help our faith grow? Psalms 10

14. Psalms 22 is a chapter about how Jesus maintained his faith in
God even in the midst of the last week of his life - - betrayal,
desertion of all his friends, persecution, condemnation, disrespect,
pain, agony, aloneness, drama, overwhelm, loss, facing death. How
did all of that make him feel? Ps. 22:1,2

15. Read Ps. 22:6-8. How will you maintain faith when faced with
this?
16. What thought can help us hang on when we feel like letting go?
Ps. 22:9-11

9. What has helped your faith more than any other thing?

17. What is the bigger purpose in all our trials? Ps. 22:22
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